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Abstract
In the field of civil engineering, concrete water tanks, considered 
as hydraulic structures, take a special place among construc-
tions. These tanks subjected to harsh natural conditions and to 
hydrodynamic loads, age and deteriorate. In order to predict 
the degradation and ageing level that can occur in these struc-
tures, the concept of vulnerability to natural hazards, based on 
the assessment of vulnerability index (IV) is used. We develop 
in this paper a predictive model which describes the growth 
of tank vulnerability with time. This numerical model is built 
by using numerical analysis methods, where an approximate 
function IV(t) is developed in order to translate the evolution of 
the vulnerability at any time during the life cycle of a tank. As 
the vulnerability index of a tank is known only at certain ages 
of its life cycle, the approached function IV(t) is approximate 
by a finite element modelling on this known domain, but it is 
extrapolated by an exponential model in the unknown domain. 
To resolve the different equations developed in this work, Mat-
lab® software had been used. The predictive model obtained 
has been applied to tanks of Tizi Ouzou region (Northern Alge-
ria), and results showed that it could simulate and predict well 
the vulnerability index.

Keywords
Vulnerability index, ageing, concrete tank, life cycle, finite ele-
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1 Introduction 
The Algerian heritage of drinking water storage tank has 

almost 40,000 tanks and is mostly built of reinforced concrete. 
The average age of the national heritage of concrete tanks is 
about forty years. The feedback from nearly half a century of 
management has highlighted a great disparity in the behaviour 
of these structures, expressed by several pathologies [1]. The 
lack of maintenance of these tanks, directly exposed to natural 
threats (snow, earthquakes, winds), accelerates the ageing pro-
cess. In consideration to this, in recent years, civil engineering 
activity is repositioning primarily in the life cycle of existing 
structures operation rather than in the design and construction of 
new structures. Therefore, we note a great interest in the scien-
tific community to risk analysis. Many methods have been devel-
oped by several authors intended to structure managers in order 
to assess the structural performance, to make risk analysis or pro-
gramming maintenance actions for hydraulic structures, harbour 
structures and buildings. We mainly cite the reliability approach, 
the approach using physical models and expertise approach. 

The reliability approach based on probabilistic analysis has 
its limitations when the data is in insufficient quantity and in 
poor quality. Probability calculations become quickly com-
plicated or impossible and their validity becomes difficult to 
demonstrate. We are then in the presence of the concept of 
imprecise probabilities. The interested reader by further details 
can consult the reference [2]. This latter provides an overview 
on developments which involve imprecise probabilities for the 
solution of engineering problems. Evidence theory, probability 
bounds analysis with p-boxes, and fuzzy probabilities are dis-
cussed with emphasis on their key features and on their rela-
tionships to one another. In the case where the structure is badly 
known and where the available data are of poor quality, the 
deterministic method using physical models; which consists of 
a recalculation of the structure; is difficult to implement. So, 
the simplest way to assess the future development of damages 
is to examine the evolution laws of existing structures of same 
design that have similar mechanisms, based on the experience 
feedback. This method is known as the expert approach that 
will be discussed in this paper.
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Peyras et al. [3, 4] were interested in the development of 
diagnostic methods and risk analysis related to the ageing of 
dams, based on an expertise approach, by the modelling of age-
ing scenarios from the failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) 
method. This qualitative method led to the determination of a 
dam criticality index. Serre et al. [5, 6] developed a geographic 
information system (GIS) with the intention of incorporating it 
with models for assessing levee performance. In this research, 
failure mechanisms were modelled and performance indicators 
were identified for each mechanism. Bouzelha et al. [7] pro-
posed an assessment method of the vulnerability presumption 
of small dams to natural hazards by calculation of vulnerabil-
ity index. A first GIS was developed as a tool for managers of 
hydraulic structures to make decisions. Boero et al. [8] have 
implemented a methodology for risk analysis applied to opti-
mize the management of harbour structures. This qualitative 
method is performed to inventory exhaustively failure modes 
and rank them, using a risk indicator. In the building field, the 
most widely used method is developed by the Gruppo Nazion-
ale per la Difesa dai Terremoti of the Italian Consiglio Nazi-
onale delle Ricerche (CNR-GNDT), it evaluates the seismic 
vulnerability of buildings, determined as a normalized vulner-
ability index. It has been proposed for the first time by Bened-
etti et al. [9]. It has been generalized and several studies have 
been dedicated to the CNR-GNDT method, in some countries 
in South America, Europe and North Africa, such as Mansour et 
al. [10], Vicente et al. [11], Gent Franch et al. [12] and Bezzazi 
et al. [13]. In the field of storage tanks, which is the subject of 
our interest, Mathieu [14] at IRSTEA (formerly Cemagref) pro-
posed, since the nineties, a method that aims to indicate struc-
tures which have a sensitive environment, an important strategic 
character and those with or without visual structural disorders of 
variable severity. Using a similar approach than Mathieu, Ham-
moum et al. [1] have proposed a new methodology for diagnosis 
and analysis of the vulnerability of concrete tanks, by determin-
ing a vulnerability index. This method is exposed in Section 3. 
Readers wishing for further details can consult the reference [1].

In studies shown above, we notice that the vulnerability 
index for some authors, the performance indicator and the crit-
icality index or the risk indicator for other authors is evaluated 
at a given time (t) of cycle life structure, corresponding to a 
moment when the inspection is done.

But, the manager must have a global view of the state of all 
structures in operation at every moment of their life cycle, in 
order to refine his schedule for priority action with time, for 
maintenance and repair, taking into account the significant budg-
etary constraints. For this, he should use a decision-making tool 
that allows him to predict the level of tanks vulnerability with 
time, without the need for an operation of investigation in the 
field, on a large scale, which would be costly of material, human 
and financial resources. Therefore to predict the vulnerability 
level of a tank with time we should develop a predictive model.

Predictive models have been used in civil engineering to 
study the lifetime of structures by the assessment of their per-
formance or vulnerability. Shamir and Howard [15] developed 
predictive models to study the pipe break failures in urban water 
distribution systems and applied these results for making better 
maintenance decisions. Their major advantage is their simplic-
ity. Two equations were used, one linear and one exponential to 
describe the break rate as a function of time. Andreou [16] devel-
oped a model for analysis of the deteriorating water mains at the 
individual pipe level with implications of future maintenance 
practices. In order to evaluate the effect of ageing in pipes, the 
baseline hazard function estimated in the model was approxi-
mated by a second degree polynomial with time. In the field 
of concrete structures, the performance of concrete with time 
can be described diagrammatically as in Fig. 1 [17]. A model 
which has the merit to be simple has been proposed by Tutti 
[18] for predicting the life service of reinforced steel adopted to 
describe the deterioration mechanism. In his model, the perfor-
mance index is given in function of time, and a limit value of 
this index is reported on the diagram which allows deducing the 
life service of the structure. Mehta [19] considered reinforced 
concrete with discontinuous microcracks as the starting point 
of a holistic model of concrete deterioration. In his model, the 
influence of environmental factors results in the propagation of 
these micro-cracks until they become continuous. Therefore, 
crack growth (which depends on the fracture strength) acceler-
ates the penetration of aggressive substances into the concrete 
which in turn activates a number of other mechanisms of deteri-
oration. Using a similar approach, Basheer et al. [17] developed 
a macro-model for each mechanism of deterioration relating to 
the physical properties of concrete.

In the mind of what is already practiced in the civil engineer-
ing profession, our research aims to develop a predictive model 
for the vulnerability index, linked to ageing, based on a multi-
criteria method and using finite element method. This model 
must be easily accessible to engineers, easily put into practice 
with an easy learning for future users. This research is a part of 
PhD thesis of Science in Civil Engineering and represents the 
continuity of research conducted by Hammoum et al [1]. This 
work clearly fits into a practical environment of the engineer-
ing and expert profession, by the applicative character and the 
very practical proposals it suggests.
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Fig. 1 Loss of performance with time

2 Methodology
If a same tank is inspected every year, after thirty years of 

investigation, the analysis will be representative, and that we 
might have enough data. However, we cannot wait so long, to 
obtain the behaviour law of vulnerability index linked to age-
ing of the tank. So, the approach used in this paper is, consider-
ing that the analysis by expertise is made on thirteen param-
eters (Table 1), we could take at the scale of Tizi Ouzou region 
more than thirty tanks which would share more than half of 
these parameters in common. Chosen tanks should have differ-
ent ages, in order to simulate different ages on a life cycle of 
a tank type of Tizi Ouzou region, so that the analysis will be 
representative. 

Section 3 contains a general description of the vulnerability 
index method, applied to tanks of Tizi Ouzou region. In sec-
tion 4, by using numerical analysis methods, we perform the 
vulnerability index as an approached function IV(t), known in 
some points, that is to say at different ages (t). In a first step, 
we will conduct a finite element modelling on a known domain 
(time interval) where the vulnerability index was quantified by 
the method described in section 3, and which has given val-
ues known   from expertise. In the second step, we will seek to 
model the vulnerability index evolution in the domain where 
this vulnerability index is unknown, by using an extrapolation 
model. Matlab® software [20] had been used to resolve the dif-
ferent equations developed in this research. Matlab is a high-
level language specially designed for dealing with matrices, 
making it particularly suitable for programming the numerical 
methods. Section 5 is dedicated to the validation of the predic-
tive model. Finally, the main conclusions and the lessons learnt 
from this work are given in section 6.

3 Assessment method of vulnerability index IV

3.1 Exposed of the method
In Algeria, up to now, there is no standardized or formalized 

methodology that allows us to analyze the state of vulnerabil-
ity of a concrete tank. At the stage of preliminary studies or 
rapid diagnosis, when there is no sufficient data on the tank, the 
risk analysis can be performed by pure expertise. This analysis 
uses visual inspection and based only on the knowledge and the 

feedback from experts. We expose in this section the method of 
vulnerability index for concrete tanks to natural hazards devel-
oped by Hammoum et al. [1]. The calculation of this index 
involves thirteen (13) influential parameters for three types of 
analysis (environmental, structural and functional) which are 
summarized in Table 1.

Each of the thirteen parameters is rated by an elementary 
score (Nei). The selected scoring principle corresponding to the 
criteria amplification scores is based on the increase of vulner-
ability risk. Each elementary score is assigned by a weighting 
coefficient (Pi). The elementary score (Nei) of each parameter is 
between 1 and 4: 1 is the ideal situation and 4 is the critical one. 
The same approach is used for weighting coefficient (Pi) whose 
values vary from 1 to 4: 1 for a minimum penalty parameter 
and 4 for a maximum penalty. A large assessment scale would 
require more finesse in the analysis, which may give rise to 
controversy within the same experts group who would have to 
analyze the same defect or pathology. Therefore, an analysis of 
an important number of values causes problems of overlapping 
qualitative levels. The IRSTEA experience in hydraulic struc-
tures damage assessment showed that an analysis on 4 values is 
well adapted to fast diagnosis and avoids a divergence between 
experts analysis [14]. It is for these listed reasons, that we have 
adopted a qualitative analysis based on four values   which give 
the failure and degradation state. The partial score of a param-
eter is then obtained by the product (Nei. Pi) and the vulner-
ability index IV is expressed as the sum of partial scores of the 
different parameters:

Table 1 List of analysis parameters

Analysis type N° Definition of the parameters 

Environmental
analysis

1 Tank location

2 Seismic zone

3 Soil type

4   Snow zone

5 Wind zone

Structural
analysis

6 Structure type 

7 Foundation type

8 Sealing walls

9 Sealing cover

10 Apparent defects

Functional
analysis

11 Tank role

12 Tank importance 

13 Maintenance frequency

For a given criterion, a grid of evolution of partial score 
(Nei.Pi) is constructed, taking into account all possible scenar-
ios. Results are shown in Table 2. 

I N P
v ei i

i

= ⋅
=
∑

1

13

(1)
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Table 2 Partial score matrix evaluation of one parameter

Elementary score Nei

1 2 3 4

w
ei

gh
ts

 P
i 1 1 2 3 4

2 2 4 6 8

3 3 6 9 12

4 4 8 12 16

Considering all the thirteen analysis criteria listed above, 
the following classification, divided into four levels of vulner-
ability is proposed.
• The green level (13 ≤ IV ≤ 49): The tank is not appraised vul-

nerable. The structure presents a good behaviour to natural 
hazards and it doesn’t require special attention after its 
entering service. Only regular interventions are needed.

• The orange level 1 (49 ≤ IV ≤ 87): The behaviour of tanks 
to natural hazards is good enough. The tank is moderately 
vulnerable. 

• The orange level 2 (87 ≤ IV ≤136): The tank has a low 
behaviour to natural hazards. It is fairly highly vulnerable. 

• The red level (136 ≤ IV ≤ 196): The tank has a very low 
behaviour to natural hazards. It is very highly vulner-
able. Therefore, the tank must be decommissioned or 
immediately put in circumstances of restricting use.

3.2 Application to concrete tanks of Tizi Ouzou area 
The exposed method in the previous section has been suc-

cessfully tested to 42 circular concrete tanks in Tizi Ouzou 
region. This area is classified zone of medium seismicity by the 
Algerian seismic code [21]. According to the Algerian Snow 
and Wind code [22], the area is classed as snow zone (A) and 

wind zone (1). The vulnerability index IV is determined, for 
each tank, from technical forms which we performed and filled 
during our investigation. We give in Table 3, as an example, the 
assessment of vulnerability index of Touares tank (Fig. 2) com-
missioned in 1965, located in Mirabeau (Tizi Ouzou, Algeria). 

By analogous process, we calculated for each tank the vul-
nerability index obtained at the day of inspection, and the vul-
nerability index simulated at the day of its commissioning.

Fig. 2 General view of Touares tank

Results of these calculations are presented in Appendix. 
Through these results, we show that the vulnerability index IV 
evolves during the life cycle of a tank. Thus, if we consider that 
IV0 is the vulnerability index at commissioning, at the inspec-
tion day, corresponding to the time (ti) of its life cycle, this 
vulnerability index becomes IVi such as IVi > IV0. So that its 
degradation state and/or ageing, reached with time, will make 
it more vulnerable to natural hazards.

Analysis type Elementary parameter Scoring Criteria Nei Weighting parameter        Scoring Criteria Pi Nei.Pi

Environmen-
tal

Tank location mountain 1.00 Hydraulic parameter Centre northern band 3.00 3.00

Seismic zone Zone IIa 2.00 Implantation site Urban area 4.00 8.00

Soil type Loose soil 3.00 Site Effect Risk of sliding 4.00 12.00

Snow zone Zone A 4.00 Roofing form Vault 1.00 4.00

Wind zone Zone I 2.00

Height Ph = 0.75

2.75 5.50
Land category Pc = 0.50

Topographic site Pt = 0.75

Surface state Ps = 0.75

Structural

Type of tank On ground 3.00 Material Reinforced concrete 3.00 9.00

Foundation type General raft 2.00 Settlement state No apparent 1.00 2.00

Sealing walls Classe B 2.00 Seal State Moderately satisfactory 3.00 6.00

Cover Type Sealing by coating 2.00 Seal State Enough satisfactory 2.00 4.00

Gravity index Level 3 3.00 Age of the tank 49 years 4.00 12.00

Functional
Tank role Distribution 2.00 Tank accessibility By paved road 1.00 2.00

Importance of tank For buildings (Group 1B) 3.00 Capacity of the tank Capacity : 1000 m3 2.00 6.00

Maintenance frequency Annual 4.00 4.00 4.00

Vulnerability Index IV 77.50

Table 3 Vulnerability index assessment of Touares tank
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4 Modelling of vulnerability index IV(t) in time
We have seen, in the previous section, that a tank could have 

several vulnerability index IV, during its life cycle. This leads 
us to think of building an approximate function IV(t) which 
translates  the vulnerability index evolution linked to ageing 
of these structures in time. By relying on numerical analysis 
methods, we will consider that the vulnerability index function 
is known at some points, that is to say, at different ages. Since 
each tank has a vulnerability index IV0 different from another at 
its commissioning (see Appendix), we must build an approxi-
mate function ΔIV(t), for tanks of Tizi Ouzou region, which 
represents the variation in the vulnerability index between the 
time of commissioning t0 and a time ti. Among tanks inspected 
in Tizi Ouzou (Appendix), we selected tanks that share in com-
mon more than half of the thirteen analysis parameters shown 
in Table 1, but having different ages, in order to simulate the 
evolution of ageing in the life cycle of a tank type of Tizi 
Ouzou. The idea is to calculate for each selected tank, the vari-
ation of the vulnerability index ΔIVi at time ti (Table 4) with the 
following relation (2).

4.1 Evolution of ΔIV(t) in the known domain  
4.1.1 Approach by nodal  approximation

In this section, we will see that we can approximate this 
unknown function of the vulnerability index linked to ageing 
by an  approached function ΔIV(t), over the study  domain t 
Є[0,49], built on the basis of polynomial functions, linearly 
independent [23], as follows.

We define in Table 5, the geometry of the study domain. The 
nodal approximation on the domain t Є [0, 49] involves all the 
nodal variables attached to nodes on the concerned domain and 
on the border, for a total of 15 nodes. This leads us to write a 
polynomial of degree 14 in the following form:

That we can write in matrix form as follows:

< > and {  } mean respectively a line vector and a column 
vector. Coefficients α1, α2, ….. α15 are the parameters of the 
approximation. The approximated function ΔIV(t) coincides 
with the exact values ΔIVi at the 15 points ti called nodes.

We can describe the domain t Є [0, 49] in a matrix form as 
given in equation (6).

Or more compactly:

Then we deduce:

Values of nodal approximation parameters are given in 
Table 6.

Table 4 Evolution of the vulnerability index variation with time of a tank type

N° Place called Year of commissioning Year of expertise Age of the tank (ti) IV0 IVi ΔIVi

01 Taghanimth 2014 2014 0 47.50 47.50 0.00

02 Sidi Namane SR2 2012 2014 2 53.50 54.50 1.00

03 Mouldiouane Zone 2010 2014 4 49.50 51.50 2.00

04 Megdoule 1 2008 2014 6 54.00 56.50 2.50

05 Taksebt 2000 2010 10 43.00 48.50 5.50

06 Sidi Namane SR1 1999 2014 15 53.50 59.50 6.00

07 Behalil 1 1996 2014 18 46.00 53.00 7.00

08 Kaf Laagab 1988 2014 26 56.00 65.00 9.00

09 Tighilt Tiguerfiouine 1985 2014 29 56.00 66.00 10.00

10 Herrouka 2 1984 2014 30 46.00 56.50 10.50

11 Touares 2 1980 2014 34 61.00 72.00 11.00

12 Taghanimth 1972 2010 38 47.50 60.50 13.00

13 Mekla Chef-Lieu SR2 1975 2014 39 50.50 64.00 13.50

14 Herrouka 1 1972 2014 42 48.50 63.50 15.00

15 Touares 1 1965 2014 49 60.50 77.50 17.00

∆I =I I
vi vi v0

− (2)

∆ = + + −
I t t t t

v n

n
( )        + . . . +  α α α α
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Table 5 Identification of the whole domain

Whole domain Nodes nodal coordinates (years) ΔIVi

0 < t < 49

1 0 0.00

2 2 1.00

3 4 2.00

4 6 2.50

5 10 5.50

6 15 6.00

7 18 7.00

8 26 9.00

9 29 10.00

10 30 10.50

11 34 11.00

12 38 13.00

13 39 13.50

14 42 15.00

15 49 17.00

Finally, we represent in Fig. 3, the vulnerability index evo-
lution of Touares tank according to its age and its cycle life, 
evaluated using the nodal approximation approach. At its com-
missioning in 1965, the tank had a vulnerability index of IV0 = 
60.50. The tank has been examined in 2014, 49 years after its 
commissioning and the vulnerability index found was IV = 77.50.

We notice an abrupt growth occurred towards the end of the 
study domain. This instability phenomenon, which has no physi-
cal meaning, is linked to a very large number of points ti (inspec-
tion dates) that give a very high degree polynomial. When we 
increase the order of interpolation, the polynomial may present a 
highly oscillatory behaviour (called Runge’s phenomenon) [24]
[25] that is absolutely not admissible according to the nature of 
the variables and the problem treated in our case (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Vulnerability index evolution of Touares tank

To avoid this phenomenon, we will construct the function IV(t) 
by dividing the domain into elements connected by nodes. The 
details of the discretization are given in the section that follows.

4.1.2 Approach by finite element approximation  
The principle of using the approximation method is based on 

the possibility to master the domain of study, from the discre-
tization in a finite number of subdomains (Fig. 4), in which the 
construction of the function ΔIV(t) is simplified. In a first step 
we proceed to the construction of the approximated function 
ΔIV(t), which is known in few points (nodes) [23]. We define in 
Table 7, the geometry of elements and subdomains of the study:

Fig. 4 Discretization in finite elements of the function in the subdomains 
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Table 6 Values of nodal approximation parameters αi 

Approximation
parameter α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13 α14 α15
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For the subdomain Ω1, the function may be approximated by 
a polynomial function of second degree, which can be written 
as [23]:

We obtain, in a matrix form:     

Coefficients α1, α2 and α3 are the approximation parameters. 
The approximated function ΔIV

1(t)  coincides with the exact 
function ΔIV(t)  at 3 points t1, t2 and t3 called nodes.

We can write for the first subdomain Ω1:

That we can rewrite in matrix form:

Or more compactly:

Then we deduce:

Under another form:

The approximated function  ΔIV
1(t)  for the subdomain Ω1 is 

then written: 

Proceeding in the same way as for the subdomain Ω1, we can 
easily deduce approximated functions for subdomains Ω2, Ω3, 
Ω4, Ω5, Ω6 and Ω7. Then it follows the equation (17).

Fig. 5 describes graphically the evolution of the vulner-
ability index variation with time of a tank type in Tizi Ouzou 
region.

We proceed to the construction of the function IV(t) of each 
tank, which is expressed as the sum of the approximated func-
tion ΔIv(t) and the vulnerability index IV0 of the tank considered 
at the date of commissioning, as follows:

Fig. 6 describes graphically the evolution of the function 
IV(t) of Touares tank.

Table 7 Identification of subdomains  

Whole 
domain

Ele-
ments

subdo-
mains Nodes Nodes coordinates 

(years) ΔIVi

0 < t < 49

1 Ω1

1 0 0.00

2 2 1.00

3 4 2.00

2 Ω2

3 4 2.00

4 6 2.50

5 10 5.50

3 Ω3

5 10 5.50

6 15 6.00

7 18 7.00

4 Ω4

7 18 7.00

8 26 9.00

9 29 10.00

5 Ω5

9 29 10.00

10 30 10.50

11 34 11.00

6 Ω6

11 34 11.00

12 38 13.00

13 39 13.50

7 Ω7

13 39 13.50

14 42 15.00

15 49 17.00
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the vulnerability index variation with  
time of a tank type in Tizi Ouzou region

Fig. 6 Vulnerability index evolution of Touares tank

4.2 Extrapolation model in the unknown domain
4.2.1 Choice of the extrapolation model

When we proceed to the extrapolation of observed data of 
a phenomenon in the future, we are entitled to wonder about 
the choice of the model to use. Will we, guide us towards a 
model with an annual average rate with constant growth, called 
exponential model or rather towards a model that describes a 
constant average progression annual in absolute value called 
polynomial model which results in a gradual slowdown in the 
annual rate?

Any attempt to determine the function outside the domain of 
study (interpolation domain) constitutes a dangerous extrapo-
lation which can lead to wrong and aberrant estimates, due to 
polynomials instability [26], because outside the domain, the 
function is unknown, thus not mastered. Using a polynomial 
model, for the extrapolation of data, only provides acceptable 
estimates of the evolution phenomenon in the domain where it 
is established, thus known. 

Cremona [27] describes some degradation profiles over time 
of civil engineering structures based on the phenomenon stud-
ied. For example, this degradation may be linear for the corro-
sion phenomenon. He proposes an exponential appearance to 
describe the fatigue phenomenon during repeated loading as it 
is the case for tanks. Tanks undergo high variations of operat-
ing load (water contained in the tank), so often daily and for 

some three to four times a day throughout their long operating 
period, depending on the consumption needs of populations. 
Otherwise, in the case where known values allow us to imagine 
that past growth rhythms (in the known domain) may extend 
sustainably, as it is the case for the vulnerability evolution in 
the life cycle of a tank, it would be more reasonable to opt for 
an exponential model for the extrapolation of the phenomenon 
beyond the known domain.

4.2.2 Approach by exponential model
One of the main objectives of using an exponential model 

is the prediction of a future phenomenon from observed data. 
Exponential functions in their principles were used for model-
ling several phenomena such as the evaluation of rainfall in 
the field of hydrology [28], in biology [29], in economics and 
demography [30], in which the growth velocity is proportional 
to the size of the studied population.

The choice of an extrapolation of data to represent the evo-
lution of the vulnerability index IV(t) with time by an exponen-
tial model is based on the hypothesis that the distribution of 
couples observed (IV(t), t) can  permanently extend in view of 
their growth rhythm in the known domain. Based on the model 
of increasing number of pipe break failures in urban water dis-
tribution systems developed by Shamir and Howard [15], the 
exponential model assumes that the variation of a given func-
tion N(t) is described by the following differential equation:

Where N(t) represents the number considered at time t and 
dN(t) the density variation of the number in a time span dt. As 
for μ, it means the growth velocity (rate coefficient) of N(t).

This last differential equation has a unique solution which 
can be put in the following form.

The constant μ can be determined by assuming the initial 
condition N(t=0) = N0. 

The expression eμ.t  is increasing with the growth rate evolu-
tion of the studied phenomenon at every time t. It is less than 1 
for negative growth rates, greater than 1 for positive rates and 
equals 1 for a zero rate.

Equation (20) can also be written as:
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4.2.3 Extrapolation of the function IV(t)  
The exponential model described in the previous section 

seems appropriate to describe the evolution of the vulnerabil-
ity index. This model assumes that the start of the exponential 
growth is done abruptly without transition stage after the last 
subdomain (see Table 8) studied in the finite element interpola-
tion [31]. This law can be written in the form of a differential 
equation as following:

 

Where, μ represents the growth velocity of the variation of 
the tank vulnerability index.

To adapt the characteristics of the exponential model to the 
treated problem, we proceed to a variable change at the last 
subdomain Ω7 where t Є [39, 49] as shown in the finite element 
approximation. To do so, we write: T = t-39.

Equation (23) becomes:

The solution is on the form:

Then we deduce:

The calculation of the coefficient μ is summarized in Table 8.

Table 8 Evaluation of the coefficient μ 

t (years) T (years) ΔIVi μ

39 0 13.5
0.0231

49 10 17

The variation of the vulnerability index studied outside the 
domain known is written in the form:

Fig. 7 describes graphically the evolution of the function 
ΔIV(t) outside the known domain by the exponential model.

Fig. 7 Evolution of ΔIV(t) by exponential model

The evolution of the vulnerability index of a tank type in 
Tizi Ouzou area, in its life cycle and in the unknown domain is 
given by the following equation:

We resume, in what follows, the example of Touares tank, 
whose evolution law of the vulnerability index is approximated 
in the known domain by finite element approach (see Fig. 6). 
The evolution of its vulnerability index in the unknown domain 
(after the year 2014), was approximated by the exponential 
model, as presented above. In Fig. 8, we superpose the index 
evolution curve IV(t) of Touares tank with different levels of 
vulnerability that the tank can reach during its life cycle. We 
observe that at commissioning of this structure, it was orange 
level 1; it reaches the orange level 2 at 68 years and then the 
red level at the age of 114 years where it should be decommis-
sioned or put in situation of restriction on use immediately. It 
will reach the extreme level of ruin at the age of 139 years.

Fig. 8 IV(t) evolution of Touares tank through the various levels of vulner-
ability
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5 Validation of the model
One of the important steps in the development and the use of 

a predictive model is to ensure that it is applicable in real situ-
ations. The evaluation of its performance is measured by com-
paring predicted values by the model, with observed values 
and independent of those which were used in its construction. 
The literature offers a wide range of methods for measuring 
forecast error, among which we can mention: Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error (MAPE) and Mean Square Error (MSE). The 
MSE depends on scales and it is vulnerable to outliers. The 
MAPE allows an overall judgment on future predictions that 
will be given by the predictive model, using a relative error 
evaluated as a percentage. This method gives the same impor-
tance to errors, contrary to the MSE method, which gives more 
weight to great errors compared to small errors.

For our study, this comparison will be made by calculat-
ing the measurement indicator of Mean Absolute Percentage 
Error (MAPE) which is the average of the absolute differences 
between the actual value and its forecast. This measurement 
considers the importance rather than the direction of forecast 
errors [29]. It is given by the following relation:

The general approach for the validation of the built predic-
tive model can be made by two steps [32]. As a first step, we 
proceed to the investigation on field of some tanks which have 
already been examined in 2010 by Hammoum et al. [33], while 
choosing structures which meet the same criteria and charac-
teristics as those used in constructing the model. In a second 
step, we proceed to the evaluation of MAPE. Results of these 
calculations are shown in Table 9.

Table 9 Evaluation of Mean Absolute Percentage Error

Tanks Error (%)

Taghanimt 62.50 64.50 3.1007

Taksebt 48.78 51.50 5.2815

Ait Halli 66.00 66.50 0.7518

SR1 Irdjen 57.91 59.50 2.6722

MAPE 2.9516

The validation test made, on examined tanks in Tizi Ouzou 
region, showed that the MAPE of the vulnerability index is 
around 2.95%. This error remains acceptable. We deduce that 
the constructed model demonstrated its satisfactorily ability to 
predict the evolution of vulnerability index to natural hazards 
of concrete tanks in Tizi Ouzou, in their life cycle, as presented 
in Fig. 9.

We are conscious that it is very difficult to have adequate 
data obtained in real conditions of field to validate a predic-
tive model of vulnerability. Also, the data at the disposal of 
managers are often partial because obtained in a short period of 
observation and on a limited number of tanks. So, a better vali-
dation of this very interesting tool can only be perfected during 
the monitoring period that will follow after several years of 
operation.

Fig. 9 Validation of the predictive model

6 Conclusions
The application interest of this predictive model in the con-

text of our research resides in the precision of its results, a pre-
cision strongly related to the number of elements to which the 
whole domain was decomposed. This finite element approach, 
based on polynomial functions, allows us to discretize the 
whole domain into a finite number of subdomains, in order to 
master the domain of study with satisfactory precision. This 
model, in hands of managers, allows deciding on a schedule 
of intervention priorities in their program of rehabilitation or 
repairing. They will be able to predict in advance, the moment 
when the critical state of the tank will be reached in its life 
cycle and decide on the time of the service restriction or pos-
sibly its demolition. This way of doing allows to optimize the 
management of tanks and to plan with time financial invest-
ments sufficiently in advance, especially under significant 
budgetary constraints. Moreover, in the hands of engineers in 
design office, this model can be used at the design stage of the 
tank. The vulnerability index can be known and simulated at 
different times and therefore predict the policy management of 
the tank during its operation and frequency of tank monitoring. 
In other words, it tells us about the attention to give to the tank 
and the service life which coincides with the critical state of the 
tank reached at the red level.

The predictive model developed for tanks in Tizi Ouzou 
area is a good decision-making tool in the preliminary stage 
of expertise in the hands of expert engineers, who will have to 
decide on solutions to adopt for the rehabilitation or restoration 
of a given tank. It can be applied to other regions of Algeria, 
which suggests a better future for this concept of structures 
management.
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Appendix
Vulnerability index evolution of the inspected tanks in Tizi Ouzou

N° Place called Capacity
(m3)

Date of
commissioning Expertise Age IV0 IVi Type of soil Type of tank

1 Irdjen SR3 1000 1994 2010 16 49.0 52.5 Firm On ground

2 Tamazirth 1 500 1976 2010 34 44.0 57.0 Bedrock Semi underground

3 Tamazirth 2 200 2003 2010 7 44.5 49.5 Bedrock On ground

4 Taghanimt 100 1972 2010 38 47.5 60.5 Firm On ground

5 Ait Halli 100 1976 2010 34 53.0 64.5 Loose soil On ground

6 Adeni 150 1976 2010 34 50.0 60.5 Firm Semi underground

7 Ait Yacoub 150 1976 2010 34 42.0 53.0 Bedrock Semi underground

8 Ait Hague 100 1976 2010 34 45.5 53.0 Firm Semi underground

9 Mestiga 50 1974 2010 36 46.5 57.5 Firm Semi underground

10 Boudjellil 500 1993 2010 17 44.5 52.0 Bedrock On ground

11 Ibahlal 500 1993 2010 17 47.0 58.5 Firm On ground

12 Mehriz 100 2002 2010 8 46.5 51.5 Bedrock On ground

13 Irdjen SR1 1000 1994 2010 16 50.5 53.5 Firm On ground

14 Irdjen SR2 1000 1994 2010 16 51.0 52.0 Firm On ground

15 Taksebt 500 2000 2010 10 43.0 48.5 Bedrock On ground

16 Monobloc 1 500 2001 2010 9 52.0 52.0 Loose soil On ground

17 Monobloc 2 500 2001 2010 9 51.0 52.0 Loose soil On ground

18 Tansaout 500 1992 2010 18 45.5 48.5 Bedrock On ground

19 Zone Industrielle 2X1500 1972 2010 38 58.0 79.0 Loose soil On ground

20 Behalil 2 200 2010 2014 4 48.0 48.0 Firm On ground

21 Behalil 1 100 1996 2014 18 46.0 53.0 Firm On ground

22 Touares 1000 1965 2014 49 60.5 77.5 Loose soil On ground

23 Touares 1000 1980 2014 34 61.0 72.0 Loose soil On ground

24 Megdoule 2 500 2008 2014 6 45.0 49.5 Bedrock On ground

25 Mouldiouane Village 100 1988 2014 26 52,0 75.5 Loose soil On ground

26 Herrouka 1 500 1972 2014 42 48.5 63.5 Bedrock On ground

27 Herrouka 2 100 1984 2014 30 46.0 56.5 Bedrock On ground

28 Megdoule1 500 2008 2014 6 54.0 56.5 Firm On ground

29 Mennacera 100 2008 2014 6 44.5 47.5 Bedrock On ground

30 Adjaba 250 1973 2014 41 44.5 63,5 Bedrock On ground

31 Avarrane 1 500 1972 2014 42 56.5 75.5 Loose soil On ground

32 Avarrane 2 1500 2011 2014 3 55.0 61.0 Loose soil Semi underground

33 Mouldiouane Zone 1000 2010 2014 4 49.5 51.5 Firm Semi underground

34 Sidi Namane Maassal 1000 1999 2014 15 52.5 64.0 Firm On ground

35 Sidi Namane SR1 1000 1999 2014 15 53.5 59.5 Loose soil On ground

36 Sidi Namane SR2 1000 2012 2014 2 53.5 54.5 Loose soil On ground

37 Kaf Laagab 200 1988 2014 26 56.0 65.0 Loose soil On ground

38 Tighilt Tigarfiouine 1000 1985 2014 29 56.0 66.0 Loose soil On ground

39 Djemaa Saharidj 1000 2008 2014 6 49.5 65.5 Firm On ground

40 Djemaa Saharidj 500 1975 2014 39 47.0 62.0 Firm Semi underground

41 Mekla (Chaîb) SR1 500 1975 2014 39 54.5 71.5 Loose soil On ground

42 Mekla Chef-Lieu SR2 500 1975 2014 39 50.5 64.0 Loose soil Semi underground
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